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Good morning, everyone
I can’t believe that term 1 has come to an end! It has gone so quickly.
During this week it has been a pleasure to attend the Governors/ PTA/ SLT Afternoon tea, have
a filled library for the parents SEND information night and take part in the Run4Life. We are so
excited that the school is finally feeling like us again.
We reflect regularly on how things have had to be and how we want them to be. I had just
become the Headteacher at Claremont when we went into the first lockdown; it was a time for
instruction, rigorous routines, limited access and frustrations for all. My vision for us is that we are
a listening school, a school where we celebrate all children and their successes, where we are
accepted for who we are. Our comeback from the period we have lived through has been
different, it’s been challenging and slower possibly than everyone would have wanted;
together we have supported the Ukraine community as they encounter the ongoing war, we
are living through climate change and have had incredible temperatures, and we have been
part of history and the changing of a monarch.
As a result, I thought it would be useful, over the next few weeks to share some of the processes
that take place as part of the school day or year that you may not be aware of. Our website
has extensive information and so when appropriate I will share links to it. In the newsletter on 7th
October, I shared how our work informs our School Improvement Plan using the Self Evaluation
Form. This week I would like to discuss Pupil Progress Meetings. Please read page 2. I hope you
find it useful.

After half term Mrs Jodie Laurent will be moving on to a new role;
we would like to thank her for her valuable contribution to us as
she led our Midday Meal Supervisor team. Good Luck for the
future, Jodie!
I am pleased to share that Mrs Denise Dawson will be joining us
as the new lead for our lunchtime team. We are looking forward
to working with her. Mrs Dawson will work with Mrs Laurent for
the first couple of days in a handover.

Have a great half term, and we look forward to seeing you on Monday 31st October 2022.
Best wishes
Mrs Roberts & the ‘looking forward to the holiday’ Claremont team

Pupil Progress Meetings
It is essential to have time to discuss each and every child regularly through the year. A Pupil Progress
Meeting (PPM) is the name given to a meeting where myself (HT), Mrs Seddon (DHT) and Mrs Smith (SENCo)
meet with the class teacher, the class teaching partner (TP) and any adults that work 1:1 with a child
(teaching support assistant; TSA).
The meetings take place three times a year and last for an hour. Each meeting is scheduled at relevant times
of the year and has a different main focus. At each meeting however, we refer to pastoral needs of the
children and refer to the class Front Sheet.
The front sheet is an overview of various categories that allow us to maintain a holistic and realistic view of
the children as people. It includes, but is not limited to, pupils that are born in Autumn, Spring, Summer;
pupils on SEN support; pupils with an Education Health and Care Plan (EHCP); pupils who have English as an
Additional Language (EAL); pupils who have had an experience outside of school which may be impacting on
their achievement at that time such a broken leg, a house move etc; they track phonics through to KS2
reading, lost learning due to CV-19 and more.




Meeting 1: this happens in term 1 and the focus is on how are the children settling into class,
routines and relationship building, pastoral & friendship concerns.
Meeting 2: this happens following the first set of internal assessments to allow teachers to bring
along the latest progress and attainment in either term 2 or 3
Meeting 3: this happens in terms 4 or 5 and really focuses on the combined achievements of pupils in
reading, writing and maths.

Teachers are asked to bring along the updated and current Front Sheets, current data for progress and their
provision map.
The provision map is a table where teachers, TPs and TSAs note the group work or intervention that might
take place for a short time to support a pupil. This can be anything that is extra to the quality first teaching
that takes place for all pupils and can include various things, such as handwriting and pencil grip, daily 1:1
reading, sensory circuits and physical development support, social groups, greater depth writing etc. The
children that participate in these groups are not necessarily children who have a special educational need or
disability; they are just extra parts of teaching to help those children progress. Most children at some stage
will take part in a group for something. They are fluid and as a result we do not report on them. Both the
Front Sheet and provision maps are internal documents that support our monitoring of impact and next
steps. They are monitored to see what impact has been made by the adults who deliver the intervention.
Mrs Smith also monitors these. All interventions would be discussed with parents if and when appropriate at
parent consultations or in between times.
At the meetings I have a class list to ensure no child is missed. If a child needs a longer conversation, we
make an additional appointment.
During the meetings, Mrs Seddon, makes brief notes to ensure the meetings and discussions have been
acted on and also to highlight any child that we may feel needs some SENCo time such as an observation etc
or that we feel may need pastoral support.
The SEN Governor, Beccy Barr, joins us for PPMs to monitor the dialogue and the challenge from the SLT as
well as to monitor that provision is continual and progressive for children. Chris Davidson, Chair of Governors
has also attended PPMs.
The final part of the process takes place a week after all 14 classes have had their PPM- it is a Pastoral Follow
Up meeting with myself, Mrs Smith and Mrs Oliver (AHT/ Pastoral lead). In the next newsletter, I will share
how the pastoral system is activated for pupils.

This year there will be a chance for your children to buy Poppy Appeal
poppies and accessories in school, the House Captains (8 Year 6
students) will be selling the accessories from the 31st October 2022 – 11th
November 2022 at the following times and locations:
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday - 8.45am, outside the school office.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday - Morning Break, top and bottom
playground.
The prices are as follows:






Slap band - £1
Wrist band - £1
Metal poppy badge for 2021 – 50p
Zip pull – 50p
Paper poppies – any amount

If your child wishes to purchase something, please ensure they bring
the money in coins. Please remember all the profits and donations go
to the Poppy Appeal Foundation.
By The House Captains (Felix & William, Sylvie & Zachary, Alexia & Alfie,
Grace & Arthur).

Attached to this newsletter is the new lunch menu from The Contract Dining
Company. This will also be available on our website. Please do look through the
new menu with your child(ren).
If your child has developed any food allergies or intolerances please do let the
office know via email at admin@claremont.kent.sch.uk. We can then ensure the
kitchen are informed.
Likewise, if your child’s allergies or intolerances are no longer applicable please do
let us know.

Diwali is being celebrated from 23-27th October with the main event being held on 24th October.
To all our families who are celebrating we would like to wish you a Happy Diwali!

FRECKLE by Renaissance – our new Maths homework platform for KS2
Over the past few months, we have been investigating a new homework platform to replace Mathletics
which was used until last year in Years 3-6.
We have decided to go with Freckle by Renaissance. We have chosen Freckle because not only does it
connect to the pupils' termly Star Maths assessment data, ensuring that their homework is set at the right
level for them, it also continuously adapts for personalised maths practice. This aligns with one of our key
strategic drivers on our School Improvement Plan: Embed effective assessment in all subjects including
gap analysis and planning from baselines. Freckle ticks all these boxes.
This will launch as Maths homework after half term (alongside Times Tables, which will be remain as it is
at present for your child’s year group). Your child’s teacher will communicate when it will start, and the
expectations etc, via Teams.

REMINDERS:
Please can parents and carers avoid dropping off children along the zigzag lines on Claremont Road.
This creates a danger for children trying to cross the road safely.
It has come to our attention that children are playing on the field after school has finished. Please can
parents and children leave the school site promptly at the end of the school day to clear the grounds
for after school clubs and activities. Children should not be left unattended on the school grounds after
3.25pm.

Year 1 had a lovely visit from Change4Life on Thursday last week. Together we looked at how to
keep healthy. We looked at how much sleep, how much water and how much fruit and vegetables
we should have a day. We could only answer these questions by using our bodies and through
exercise. It was fun and very engaging.
Some of the activities included:
1)
Food groups- We had to know what type of food groups we need to make a healthy diet.
The food groups we learnt about are fats, fruit and vegetables, carbohydrates, dairy and protein.
Then we had to match up the food to the correct food groups.
2)
Shuttle run- In this activity we looked at moving our bodies to keep healthy. We had to run
to some pictures of food turned upside down and try to match the pairs up. If we got it correct, we
could take them back if not we had to run back for the next person to go.

Year 6 Shelters
Pupils in Year 6 have been learning all about life during the Second World War and how people
coped during the Blitz. We wanted to celebrate their recent homework project, where pupils
created their own air-raid shelters. We were so impressed with the hard work and effort that went
into this project. Well done, Year 6!

The Green Team, a pupil-led group dedicated to making the school a more environmentally
place, met for the first time this year. Here are this year's elected members:

Joel and Robyn, Poppy and Henry, Benedict and Jack, Laurie and Reuben, Lennox and Eli.

